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Abstract
This Papr presents a novel idea of storage ring for the
accumulation of intense beams of light and ht%vy ions at
low energy. The new concept is a natural development of
the combined features of conventional storage rings and
ion traps, and is basically a linear RFQ bent on itself. The
advantages are smaller beam dimensions, higher beam
intensity, and a more compact storage device.

1 INTRODUCTION
There is need to develop compact storage rings for the
accumulation of low-energy beams of ions for a variety of
applications: molecular and atomic physics, solid state,
chemical-physics, astrophysics, and other more exotic
applications like crystalline beams and ion fusion for
energy production. Several experiments can be conceived
which make use of these compact storage rin~ colliding
beams circulating in two intersecting storage rings,
collision of a stored beam of ions with an internal target,
head-on collision with an electron beam or a X-ray beam
from a synchrotronsradiation source. Relatively high beam
intensity is required. Small beam dimensions can he
achieved with techniques like electron and laser cooling.
In this paper we describe a novel idea of a compact
storage ring for the accumulation of intense beams of light
and heavy ions. The concept takes advantages of
established principles of conventional low-energy storage
rings, ion traps, and RFQ’s. The proposed new storage
ring is basically a circular RFQ bent on itself and closed
mechanically. Instead of quadruple magnets, focusing of
the particles is provided by the rf field of the structure.
Since eieetricalIy the structure is not closed on itself, it is
expected that ion beams can be stored at intensities higher
than those achieved in conventional storage rings.

2 A CONVENTIONAL STORAGE RING
An example of a low-energy and small storage ring is
ASfRID [1], used for the accumulation of light and heavy
ions and for the demonstration of Laser Cooling. The ring
magnetic rigidity is 1.S’7T-m. The circumference is about
40 m. It is made of eight dipole magnets which bend the
beam trajectory on a circular and closed orbit and sixteen
quadruple magnets for transverse focusing. There are
four periods, each with a straight section about 4 meter
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long. There is a limit on the intensi that can be stored in
a conventional storage ring give&Y*F*.@
tune-depression
Av =

NQ2r0/2A~2$e

(l.)

where rO= 1.535 x 10-18m is the classical proton radius, Q
the ion charge state, A its mass number, ~ and y
respective y the velocity and energy relativistic factors, N
the number of ions stored, and, finally, e is the bean
emittance. The tune-depression Av cannot exceed a value
of at most 0.5. This limit is understood to be set by the
presence of unavoidable random magnet imperfections
which cause the creation of stopbands around the halfintegral values of the betatron tune. A more relevant
pammeter is the beam transverse density in the physical
space D = N /S, where S = rcaz is the beam cross-section
area. There is a relation between the beam mdius a and the
emittance e, so that
S=&e

(2)

The average value of the amplitude lattice function ~ fcr
ASTRID is about 5 meter. In a conventional storage ring,
the amplitude lattice function A is a measure of the
strength of focusing. The average value of ~ is given
roughly by the length of the focusing period.
Unfortunately, in a conventional storage ring, the average
value of A can hardly be less than few meters; in fact,
quadruples have a significant length, and space between
quadruples is required to accommodate several devices.
In conclusion, the physical density that can be achieved in
a conventional low-energy storage ring is limix first, by
the largest amount of space-charge tune-depression
according to Eq. 1, and, second, by the strength clf
focusing according to Eq. 2.

3

THE LINEAR RFQ

Another accelerator device [2] is the Ra&o-Frequenqy
Quadruple (RF~. The device accelerates quickly the
beam from an ion source to energies large enough when
space-charge effects am considerably reduced, and
provides simultaneously focusing of the transverse motion
of the particles. The RFQ is not a magnetic device, but
employs an alternating rf electric field for both the
acceleration and the focusing of the particles. It is a
straight waveguide with four internal metallic rods. A rf

the amplitude function is /3= ==,L?V
= 15 m. At the highest AGS momentum 29GeV/c, the temperature rise in the
center of the wire for the passage through a Gaussian beam
with emittance t,v = 100r mm-mr at speed of v = 7 m/s
is about 21OOK.

be moved through the beam It one time. The wires can rotate full circle (it takw 5000 steps for a full rotation). At
their desired speed of 10 meters / second, wires travel 0.;!
mm in 20 us.

2.2
1.2

Emittance
DilLltion E,ytima~es

Passing a wire of diameter d will increase the emittance of
the beam due to Coulomb scattering. The amount of emittance increase can be estimated by considering the wire to
pass through the beam with speed v at a location where the
amplitude function has value ,f30. Then, the increment in
emittance due to a single scan of the wire is

where f. is the revolution frequency, ~ and y are the relativistic kinematic factors, and L,ad is the radiation length
of the wire material. For the AGS parameters used above,
and for a 33pm carbon fiber, the emittance increase using a
speed of 7 m/s would be approximately AcN = 3.47r tnmrnr at injection(l.9 GeV/c), and 0.27r mm-mr at 29 GeV/c.
From the analyses described briefly above, it appears
that a 33 pm diameter Carbon filament, traveling at speeds
greater than above 7 m/s would survive crossing an AGS
beam of 7 x 1013 protons with normalized transverse emittances of 1007r mm-mr.

2

THE A(;S FLYING WIRE SYSTEM
CONFIGURATION

2.1 ‘Flying Wire System
The AGS flying wire beam profile monitor system is
located in a 10-feet straight section in the AGS, A20.
One vacuum chamber hosts both the horizontal flying
wire(sitting upstream) and the vertical flying wire(sitting
downstream). A scintillator paddle installed down stream
is used to measure the scattering of the beam caused by the
wire. It can measure beam profile in horizontal and vertical directions, but only one direction can be measured at
a time. The scintillator paddle is 1.2 m down stream from
the vertical flying wire and 1.5 m down stream from the
horizontal one.
Two rotary stepping motors are used to move the horizontal and vertical wires through the beam. Each motor rotates the shaft with two forks with wires stretched between
the ends. The angle between forks is 120 degrees. One of
the wires on the same shaft is spare. The motor takes the
wire from its parked position outside the beam, accelerates
it to desired speed, sweeps it through the beam and decelerates it to a stop at the other side of the beam. There is
no mechanical interference between the wires in horizontal
and vertical directions. The scattering caused by the passage of any of the wires through the beam is measured with
the same photo multiplier. Therefore only one wire should

Detector and Readout

The detector for the iiying wire is a scintillation counter,
The scintillation material is Bicron, BC-408. The counter
paddle has a circular cutout at its end so that the scintillator can straddle the beam vacuum pipe and intercept a 180
degree, one inch wide ~c in the beam scattered in the for.
ward direction. A light guide about one foot long is used
to guide the light to an XP2203B ten stage photo multiplier
tube. The whole assembly, tube base and all, is enclosed in
a metal shield to prowde for the best possible noise rejection. An LED was added in the light guide to provide for
testing in place.
Since discrete counting is out of the question due to the
beam bunching, the analog charge signal from the PMT
must be used. The XF2203B has an S20 photo cathode
assuring the largest signal and best overall linearity. A
resistor divider in the tube base provides the tube bias to
the dynodes. Two basin are available: one for high intensity, which uses five dynodes and takes the output from the
sixth; the other for low intensities, which uses all ten dynodes taking the output from the anode. Much of the base
and paddle design was fashioned after a design used in the
FNAL flying wire system [4],[5] and we are grateful for
their help.
Signals from the PIvIT are read differentially by a VME
module. This module i:; a BNL design known as an MADC
(Multiplexed Analog to Digital Conversion System). Running at full speed, this module provides digital signal samples to the AGS Contrc)l Computer.

2.3

So@are and Controls

Oregon Micro Systems VMEX-2E Motor Controller board
is used for the control of the motors. It can control 2 axes
of motion while monitoring their actual positions with the
built in incremental encoder interface. The board has Motorola 68000 processor which can be programmed to execute wide variety of motion commands. A sync line is
available to synchroniz,a moves to external events and there
is an auxiliary line for each axis to allow the control of
external events. The start of flying wire movement is initiated by V 102 Event Link Delay Module. MADC module
is used to digitize the signal from flying wire detector electronics. Motion signals generated by the motor controller
board, besides being used for motor control, are used as
external scan trigger signals to MADC module.
All signals generate(~ by or going to motor controller
board go through transition module. The operation mode
of the transition module is determined by the state of the
motor controller X and Y auxiliary lines. When the auxiliary line for one of tkle axes is set to the high level, the
transition module will allow that axis of motion to operate
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Figure 1: The AGS flying wire control sequence diagram.

when the sync line becomes active. The transition module
will also send signals to the MADC to take data. When
both auxiliary lines are set high then the transition module
will only send signals to the MADC and not allow either
motor to move. The purpose of this mode of operation is to
take background measurements.
The control sequence is shown in Figure 1. The sync signal begins the sequence. The Vi 02 decodes an event from
the AGS event link and delays a programmable amount of
time and then generates the Sync pulse. When the VME
stepper motor module receives the sync signal it begins to
execute code that determines the direction of the appropriate motor and outputs the clock to step either the X or Y
plane motor. The transition module passes the motor step
clock and direction signals to the appropriate motor indexer
and the step clock to the V102 module. The motor step
clock is used by the V 102 to generate programmable delayed signals to control the instrumentation electronics and
the MADC. The MADC digitizes the analog data on every
step of the motor while the wire is in the beam. The VME
stepper motor module automatically accelerates the motor
to the correet velocity, runs the motor at a constant velocity through the beam and de-accelerates the motor after the
wire leaves the beam.
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PERFORMANCE

AND FUTURE

The flying wire system has been tested during the AGS
FY99 high intensity proton run. A horizontal beam profile
measured with the AGS flying wire is shown in Figure 2.
Due to the proximity of the detector to the AGS Ring, and
the remote location of the electronics, noise pickup from
the beam and other devices is a significant problem. A large
fraction of the noise is rejected by the differential input of
the MADC. The rest can be filtered effectively by proper
DSP techniques.

Figure 2: The horizontal beam profile measured with the
AGS flying wire.

The flying wire system in the AGS provides a simple
precise means of measuring beam profiles. We are going to
run it for other species such as heavy ion and low intensity
polarized proton beam in the AGS in the future. It will
beeome a valuable tool for AGS beam diagnostics.
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